


The House of Berdoues has been developing 
perfumed creations for more than a hundred 
years, applying French high perfumery’s hallowed 
practices. The fragrances are the result of a 
unique know-how and an uncompromising stance 
that has made Berdoues a pioneer in the area of 
colognes. Our perfumers, who have inherited a 
precious tradition, have explored new areas yet, 
remained true to who we are... Each launch has 
been nurtured by this philosophy, this quest for 
excellence that forges our products’ personalities. 
All this has naturally inspired a fine and singular 
venture.

The yearning to gather the finest ingredients that 
Earth has to offer, and bring them together in an 
exceptional line, is what spawned the path for our 
Grands Crus Col lect ion . Our leitmotif 
was to create a collection of unique fragrances 
with strong statement and personnality. Another 
desideratum was to give these materials their 
birthright and perpetuate the tradition they 
embody while refreshing the concept of cologne to 
be in concert with our contemporary times.

Berdoues
The quintessence of  the most precious 
ingredients blended for an exceptional result.



Remarkable and 

powerful, the Oud Al-

Sahraa perfume elegantly 

unfurls its charm.

MANDARIN FROM ITALIY

MYRRH FROM NAMIBIA

OUD WOOD FROM  MALAYSIA

The legendary cedars of 

Mount Lebanon, Arz El-

Rab, are described as the 

Cedars of God forest.

GINGER FROM CHINA

IRIS FROM MAROCCO

VIRGINIAN CEDAR 

The black Assam tea, 

grown at water level, 

exudes finesse, firmness 

and generosity.

LEMON FROM MENTON 

TEA FROM INDIA 

SANTALWOOD FROM MYSORE 

Our perfumers have 

recreated the Selva - the 

rainforest - by melding a 

dry, inimitable green note.

 

Our perfumers recall a trip 

through Sicily lands. The 

- scorza - bark reveals the 

bright, suave sweetness of 

a sun-drenched fruit.

CITRON FROM CALABRIA

VIRGINIAN CEDAR 

VETIVER  FROM INDONÉSIA

Vânira Moorea reveals a 

wild and sensual vanilla 

with delicious addictives 

notes.

ORANGE FROM BRASIL

PETIT GRAIN FROM PARAGUAY

VANILLA FROM TAHITI

“ Not ever y wine i s  a Grand Cru .  The same i s  true for per fumes .  ”

Somei Yoshino, with its 

discreet elegance and 

subtle refinement, inspires 

contemplation.

SHISO FROM JAPAN

JASMINE SAMBAC FROM INDIA 

PATCHOULI FROM INDONESIA

PETIT GRAIN FROM PARAGUAY

TONKA BEAN FROM BRASIL

GAIAC WOOD FROM ARGENTINA

Our perfumers reveal the 

beauty of Imperial

Russia through an intense, 

thoroughbred blend.

CARDAMOM FROM GUATEMALA

BENJOIN SIAM FROM MALAYSIA

CADE WOOD FROM SPAIN



COLLECTION GRANDS CRUS • BERDOUES • EAU DE PARFUM 100ML
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